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MMoottookkoovv Motokov is an almost stand-alone, approx 30-story building in the middle of Pankrác, Prague 4. It can be clearly seen from all
the higher points of Prague, Highway D1 and more. Pankrác itself is quite a busy area.

The aim of this proposal is to utilize reflective surfaces and thanks to a mirror effect, have the building disappear 

in to the sky background, thus leaving only the authentic graphics visible.

View from Na Strži street

View from McCann-Erickson

View from Humpolecká street

This object is ideal for long and narrow graphics,
such as the bottle shape or similar.
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Motokov The aim of this proposal is to utilize reflective surfaces and thanks to a mirror effect, have the building disappear 

into the sky background, thus leaving only the authentic graphics visible.
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Albatros A building, in the center of Prague located near Národní subway station, the design of which is based on the cube. The picture
is taken from the entrance point of Tesco hyper-market, a very busy place with mainly pedestrian traffic.

The aim here is to bring a moment of freshness into this busy city center by "replacing" the house with an ice cube. The ice

cube has a Coca-Cola bottle (new graphics, naturally) frozen inside it. This could possibly be accompanied by a „piece of

ice“ on the ground, on the corner opposite the Tesco entrance, like it had fallen off the core cube, to enhance the real feel.

View from Národní Avenue

View from Národní Avenue - opposite direction

View from Na Perštýně street

This building is actually shaped like an ice cube.

Also, the fresh feeling in the middle of the activity

would be more than memorable.

A closer view of the building
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Albatros The aim here is to bring a moment of freshness into this busy city center by "replacing" the house with an ice cube. The ice cube has a Coca-Cola bottle (new graphics, naturally) frozen

inside it. This could possibly be accompanied by a „piece of ice“ on the front ground like it fell of the core cube to enhance the real feel.
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TV Tower The TV tower at Žižkov, Prague 3. The tower dominates the panorama of the city as well as being visable from almost anywhere
in the city. Tall, narrow.

The idea: concentrate on the bottle shape. Adapt the building with simple elements (see

visualisation) and give it a new outer shape. The authentic shape of the Coca-Cola bottle.

Definitely visible and memorable. Opportunities limited to changing

shape and colours of the object. Even more impressive by night.

Realization

View from the City

View from Olšanská street
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TV Tower The idea: concentrate on the bottle shape. Adapt the building with simple elements (see visualisation) and give it a new outer shape. The authentic shape of the Coca-Cola bottle.

The Reflector switched on1
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The Reflector switched off2
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